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I

have always loved the humble LP.
Even now, with the plethora of
digital audio formats on offer, for
me the LP can still beat even the
highest digital resolutions when it
comes to sound quality—but that’s
another story.
As an audio journalist, I am extremely fortunate to have been invited to attend recording sessions at various locations, including
the famous AIR Studios in London (the late
Sir George Martin’s studios). Most recently,
in July 2019, I once again visited AIR Studios
to attend a direct-cut vinyl recording session
by Mike Valentine of the UK’s Chasing The
Dragon audiophile recording label—this time
featuring the Quentin Collins Jazz Quintet.
Incidentally, on the previous day, Chasing
The Dragon had made a direct-cut vinyl LP
of the pianist John Lenehan playing two
Beethoven Sonatas—No. 14 Op. 27 No. 2
(Moonlight) for Side 1 and No. 8 Op. 13
(Pathétique) for Side 2. All the recordings
were made in a single take as they were
direct-cut to vinyl on a Neumann VMS 80
cutting lathe situated two flights of stairs up
from the recording studio itself. Additionally,
a Sony APR 5003 master tape recorder fitted
with half-inch tape running at 15ips was used
to produce quarter-inch 15ips copy-master
tapes and to master a CD. The sessions were
also recorded on a Nagra VI for PCM and
on a Tascam DSD recorder for the digital
downloads.

DIRECT-TO-DISC RECORDING
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With a direct-to-disc recording, the master
lacquer is cut during the live performance
rather than being recorded onto a master
tape that is subsequently used for cutting the
master lacquer. The advantage of recording to
tape is that mistakes can be edited out, tracks
can be recorded in separate sessions, tweaks
to the sound balance can be made, and if a
multi-track recorder is used, even mixing can
be undertaken—and all before the expensive
job of cutting the master lacquer begins.
Cutting the lacquer from a tape also means
that an additional playback head on the tape
recorder can be positioned ahead of the actual playback head. This enables the cutting
lathe to see what’s coming and adjust the
groove spacing so that adjacent parts of the
spiral groove don’t get too close during loud
passages of music.
The downside is that all of these additional steps can degrade the sound quality. With
a direct-cut recording, the sound captured in
the studio briefly passes through the mixing
desk up to a cutting lathe which captures the
performance live. As a result, the whole side
of the record is cut in real time.
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No second takes and no extra pauses
between tracks. If an artist forgets a line or
the double-bass player accidentally kicks
a music stand, then you need to start the
whole side again—and a blank lacquer
is not cheap! Although it is somewhat
nerve-wracking for artists making a direct-cut LP, the audio upside is that one is
able to capture far more of the electricity
of what is in effect a live performance and
more of the dynamism of instruments,
with far greater musical communication.

PREVIOUS D TO D SESSION
I am able to confirm from experience
how good a direct-cut LP can be, having
previously attended a direct-cut recording session at AIR Studios with Chasing
The Dragon in February 2017. This was
a recording of the National Symphony
Orchestra under the baton of Debbie Wiseman MBE with the mezzo soprano Rosie
Middleton entitled ‘Espãna—A Tribute to
Spain’, and it includes pieces by Rimsky-Korsakov, Bizet, and Chabrier. During
my discussion with Debbie Wiseman after
the recording, I asked what additional
challenges a single take had put on her as
a conductor. She replied that for her it was
all about getting the atmosphere right.
She explained that the pressure to ‘get it
right’ in one go creates a concert atmosphere and this was precisely what she was
aiming for.
Sony APR 5003 master tape recorder

Air Studios outside

AIR Studios
AIR studios began their long and prestigious
history in 1969 when George Martin left EMI to
establish an independent recording complex in
the heart of central London. It became one of the
most successful studio operations in the world.
Construction of a sister studio on the Caribbean
island of Montserrat began in the mid 1970s attracting major artists from around the globe. Sadly, Hurricane Hugo devastated the island in 1989,
and this studio was forced to close. However,
1991 heralded the beginning of a new AIR Studios
located in the beautiful Lyndhurst Hall in London.
A site of significant architectural and historical
interest, Lyndhurst Hall occupies a prominent
position in the quiet suburb of Hampstead and is
classified as a Grade II listed building.

Originally a church and missionary school, Lyndhurst Hall was designed in 1880 by the great
Victorian architect, Alfred Waterhouse (designer
of the Natural History Museum).
Sir George Martin was heavily involved in the
design and building of the new studio facility
and opened AIR Lyndhurst in December 1992
with a gala performance of ‘Under Milk Wood’ in
the presence of HRH The Prince of Wales.
On 8th February 2006, Richard Boote
announced the purchase of Sir George Martin’s
AIR Studios from Chrysalis Group and Pioneer.
Since that date, AIR Lyndhurst has continued to
be Britain’s premier scoring facility, attracting
some of the world’s biggest movie scores. It has
maintained its popularity with major classical
labels and high-profile recording artists, and it
incorporates TV postproduction facilities that
rival those in the West End.

Studio 1 – Neve mixing desk
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The recording from the mixing room

Royer 122 ribbon microphone for the trumpet
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Under these conditions, the orchestra feels
that it is giving a real performance to a real
audience. This results in something that is less
dry and sterile than a conventional recording,
which can be edited and tweaked afterwards.
In my opinion, she certainly achieved her goal
of creating a concert atmosphere.
To get a performer’s perspective, I spoke
with Rosie Middleton. She too had been very
well aware that there was no chance to get
anything wrong. As always, when preparing
for performances, Middleton found herself
muttering the words of the pieces everywhere
she went for the previous month and a half.
She also worked with répétiteurs to make sure
that everything was vocally perfect as mistakes could not be edited out afterwards.
There is little to argue that the resulting
‘Espãna’ LP is really quite extraordinary.
Technically, the sound quality has an extra
dimension of clarity, openness, spaciousness
and a real sense of presence in the listening
room. I am also fortunate to have a Studer
A810 professional tape recorder and am the
proud owner of a copy of the master tape of
‘Espãna’. Whilst it would be wrong to say
that the LP quality equals that of the master
tape, it comes exceedingly close—and certainly closer than a conventional LP cut from the
master tape would be.

However, you don’t need to take my word
for it. Chasing The Dragon has produced
an audiophile double-LP entitled ‘Big Band
Spectacular’ that includes two LPs of the same
performance—one cut directly to disc and the
other cut from a ½-inch 30ips tape mix-down.

MICROPHONE CHOICES
Returning to the July 2019 recording of the
Quentin Collins Jazz Quintet, I checked out
the choice of microphones that Valentine
used. In the live area of Studio 1, two AKG/
Flea C12 valve microphones were set up for
the piano and another two for the tam-tam
and bongo drums.

Technically, the
sound quality has
an extra dimension
of clarity, openness,
spaciousness and a
real sense of presence
www.aushifi.com
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Recording the piano and the drums

A Neumann U47 valve mic was dangled in
front of the double bass. This mic is particularly suited for stringed instruments and the
human voice—in fact, it was Frank Sinatra’s
favourite mic. A Royer 122 ribbon mic was positioned in front of the flugelhorn, which was
also a superb choice as this mic can capture all
the brightness and clarity of the instrument
without edging towards harshness.
The Quentin Collins Jazz Quintet lineup

Neumann U47 microphone in front of the double bass

Chasing
The Dragon
Chasing the Dragon is a specialist UK recording label run by Mike and Françoise Valentine.
It specialises in producing high-quality
recordings in a wide range of formats. If the
name Mike Valentine sounds familiar, he is
also an internationally-renowned underwater
photographer and has filmed underwater
sequences for more than 90 films, including
five James Bond movies (check out the credits
at the end of Skyfall where he is listed as the
Director of Photography of the Underwater
Unit). He is passionate about direct-to-disc recording and his record label is one of very few

that make direct-cut audiophile recordings of
classical, jazz and big band music.
Chasing the Dragon has previously
produced a number of audiophile recordings
on LP as direct-to-disc albums, including
Vivaldi’s ‘The Four Seasons’, ‘A Tribute to Ella
Fitzgerald’, and ‘Espãna—A Tribute to Spain’. In
addition, copy-master half-track stereo 15ips
and 7.5ips tapes, cassettes and digital downloads in studio-master quality 24/192 PCM and
double-DSD are all available via the ‘Chasing
The Dragon’ website at www.chasingthedragon.co.uk. You can also download CD-quality
16/44 WAV free samples from the website.
Alternatively, you can obtain all of the media
via Chasing the Dragon’s Australian distributor, Audiophile Reference Recordings at www.
audiophilereferencerecordings.com.au
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Neumann VMS 80 cutting lathe

Direct cutting to the lacquer disk

A microphone can be considered as a musical
instrument in its own right because it contributes its own character to the sound it is
recording, so choosing the right mic for the
right instrument is crucial.

RECORDING SESSIONS
After several hours of rehearsals in the morning, the musicians were ready to make the
first take of Side 1. Upstairs in the Mastering
Suite, the AIR Studios Mastering Engineer
John Webber was perched over the Neumann
VMS 80 cutting lathe so that he could peer
through the microscope to meticulously study
the groove being cut on a test lacquer. There
were going to be three tracks per side and as
the groove spacing cannot be dynamically
adjusted during the recording, Webber had
to ensure that the fixed pitch would accommodate the total length of all three tracks.
Cutting the groove to be too tightly spaced so
that the ridges are too close together would
run the risk that large dynamics would break
through from one ridge to the next. This
would also potentially leave a significant

The second take
seemed even more
dynamic, and
Valentine said: ‘It’s like
there’s a control knob
marked “Smile” that
we’ve just turned up.’
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amount of spare vinyl left uncut at the centre
After lunch, following a few more hours of
of the record. Conversely, spacing the groove
rehearsals, Side B was recorded. As with Side
too widely, although allowing the dynamics
A, everyone agreed this was a great take and
to be kept pristine, might mean that
well recorded, but they wanted to give it
the available vinyl would run out
another go to see how much more
before the last track on the
quality they could squeeze out
side had been cut. So, Webof themselves and the vinyl
ber had to make careful
surface before the recordnotes of all rehearsal
ing session was over. The
track lengths to make
second take somehow
sure that everything
seemed even more
would fit.
dynamic, and Valentine
When everyone was
said: ‘It’s like there’s a
ready, Webber started
control knob marked
the VMS 80 to cut the
“Smile” that we’ve just
lead-in part of the record
turned up.’
groove while Valentine cued
After the recording was
the Analogue Engineer to set
over, the musicians joined us in
the ½-inch analogue master tape
the mixing suite to listen to the masNeumann VMS
80 cutting head
rolling at 15 inches per second on
ter tapes and everyone was delighted
close-up
the Sony APR 5003 and the Digital
with the end result. The checks of
Engineer hit the record buttons on
the tapes and the precious direct-cut
the Nagra VI and Tascam recorders. Then
lacquers all looked impeccable. Immediately after the recording session, the lacquer
the red light in the studio was activated and
masters were couriered to Germany where
the musicians started playing the first track,
the metal negatives of the master lacquers are
Angola. At the end of the session, the lead-out
produced, which in turn become the stamp
groove on the lacquer was completed and the
to create the final record on audiophile-grade
tape rewound so that the musicians could
180g vinyl.
join us in the mixing suite to listen back to
The direct-cut LP, as well as the CD, digital
their performance.
downloads and tapes in various formats up
It was a great success, but everyone felt
to copy-master 15ips half-track stereo of
it would be good to do a second take. A
the Beethoven Sonatas are available now, as
second take was therefore recorded onto a
are those of the jazz session. If the previous
new pristine lacquer and fresh tape. The final
direct-cut LPs are anything to go by, this reresult was generally considered to be an even
cording really is a ‘must-have’ LP for anyone’s
better recording. It was Valentine’s view that
collection. Even if jazz is not your thing, the
because the performers felt more confident,
sheer energy of the performance and quality
they were a little less anxious the second
of the recording is, in my opinion, bound to
time around and therefore played with even
win over everyone.
Neville Roberts
greater panache.
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